
Lecture Notes Download Key Statistics

What?
Several key statistics are available for securities
through several web sites including Yahoo! Finance,
Google and Nasdaq. These include, but not limited
to, current P/E ratio, market capitalizations, num-
ber of shares floating, dividend yield etc. Yahoo!
Finance, however, provides these statistics through
an API which makes the download process easy, fast
and reliable. These statistics are available for the
current period and no historic data are available.

Method
While we can download financial data to many of
the spreadsheet software, we will be using Stata.
fetchyahookeystats downloads key statistics for a
list of symbols from Yahoo! Finance API.

Syntax and options

fetchyahookeystats namelist

Example

The following example will download the key statis-
tics for AAPL, IBM, XOM, GOOG, FB, TWTR and
HD.

net install http://researchata.com/stata/203/fetchyahookeystats.pkg, force

* fetchyahookeystats requires sxpose package by Nicholas J. Cox, Durham University

net install http://fmwww.bc.edu/RePEc/bocode/s/sxpose.pkg, force

fetchyahookeystats AAPL IBM XOM GOOG FB TWTR HD

Figure 1: Key statistics: fetchyahookeystats data

Example

The following example will download the key statis-
tics for all S&P-500 components.

net install http://researchata.com/stata/010/fetchcomponents.pkg, force

net install http://researchata.com/stata/203/fetchyahookeystats.pkg, force

net install http://fmwww.bc.edu/RePEc/bocode/s/sxpose.pkg, force

fetchcomponents, symbol(^GSPC)

levelsof Symbol, local(symbols) clean

fetchyahookeystats `symbols'

save SP500_key_stats.dta, replace

Example

The following example will create equally weighted
portfolios based on the key statistics (i.e. P/E ratio)
downloaded for all S&P-500 components.

net install http://researchata.com/stata/203/fetchyahooquotes.pkg, force

fetchcomponents, symbol(^GSPC)

levelsof Symbol, local(symbols) clean

fetchyahookeystats `symbols'

save SP500_key_stats.dta, replace

destring trailingPE, replace force

drop if (trailingPE==.) | (trailingPE==0)

sort trailingPE

levelsof symbol if _n<51, local(low_pe) clean

levelsof symbol if _n>404, local(high_pe) clean

fetchyahooquotes `low_pe' `high_pe' ^GSPC, freq(d) chg(ln) start(01jan2018)

gen P_low_pe = 0

foreach aa in `low_pe' {

replace P_low_pe = P_low_pe + ln_`aa' if (ln_`aa'!=.)

}

replace P_low_pe = P_low_pe / 50

gen P_high_pe = 0

foreach aa in `high_pe' {

replace P_high_pe = P_high_pe + ln_`aa' if (ln_`aa'!=.)

}

replace P_high_pe = P_high_pe / 50

Let’s look at the risk and return for each of
the two portfolios:

tabstat P_low_pe P_high_pe, stats(sum sd)

Low PE portfolio has a total return of -15.23% and
standard deviation of 0.0106. High PE portfolio has
a total return of 12.04% and standard deviation of
0.0107. Therefore, while both portfolios have almost
the same level of risk, high PE portfolio return out-
performed the low PE portfolio.
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Let’s statistically compare the daily returns
of both portfolios:

ttest P_low_pe == P_high_pe

We are testing whether the difference between daily
returns of low PE portfolio and daily returns of
high PE portfolio are equal to zero (P low PE −
P high pe = 0).
The statistically significant hypothesis is
P low PE − P high pe < 0 which is equal to
P low PE < P high pe. The p-value (probabil-
ity of wrongness) is 0.0014 which means this re-
sult is statistically significant. Thus: P low PE <
P high pe.
Market risks for the low PE portfolio:

reg P_low_pe ln__GSPC

The Beta (market risk) for the low PE portfolio is
1.007 which means low PE portfolio is just as risky
as the overall S&P-500 market. The p-value (0.000)
suggests that this finding is reliable. R-squared of
0.8331 suggest that this finding is quite relevant.

Market risks for the high PE portfolio:

reg P_high_pe ln__GSPC

The Beta (market risk) for the high PE portfolio
is 1.048 which means low PE portfolio is slightly
riskier than the overall S&P-500 market. The p-
value (0.000) suggests that this finding is reliable.
R-squared of 0.8818 suggest that this finding is quite
relevant.

Overall, both low PE and high PE portfolios seem
to have equal market risk, both in magnitude, relia-
bility and relevancy.
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